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Interested in New Updates & Market Analysis?

Visit Our Blog
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Auto Chartist
A user-friendly Technical analysis tool!











Trading Central
An Industry Favorite analysis tool!
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Teamviewer Support
Remote Client Support Made Easy











Economic Calendar
NEW
Important Events & Happening Calendar
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Zulu Trade
HOT


Start Copying Other Traders Easily











Web TV
COMING SOON
Your gateway to Learning











Customer Support


Whatsapp or Email Us:


 +1 (833) 530-0055
 [email protected] 

 6th Floor, Ken Lee Bldg, 20 Edith Cavell St Port Louis, Mauritius
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iOS Trading Platform
Download MetaTrader MT5 for Mobile












Android Trading Platform
Trade on Android with Ease












Web Trading Platform
Trade Online without Downloading












Client Terminal (Windows)
Trade with ease on Desktop
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Partnerships
Grow More with Partnerships












Affiliate Program
Become Affiliate Partner
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Our Charity
We are always Helping Humanity
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Contact Us
Face any problem contact with us
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Live Chat
24/5 Live Chat Support for Clients.
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Bonus on each deposit

Get Bonus







	








FREE MARGIN INCREASE


 OPEN HIGHER-VOLUME POSITIONS 



	








WITHDRAWABLE


 WITHDRAW BONUS FUNDS 



	








AUTOMATIC PAYOUT


 GET YOUR BONUS INSTANTLY AFTER TRADING REQUIRED VOLUME 
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OPEN AN ACCOUNT

Сhoose an account type that suits your trading style
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MetaTrader 5

For smart tech trading



Read More 
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Debit Card
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Neteller
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Skrill
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Bank Transfer
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BPAY
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China Union Pay
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MAKE A DEPOSIT IN YOUR ACCOUNT

Add at least $50 to your trading account using any payment option you like.
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INCREASE YOUR DEPOSIT BY HALF WITH OUR BONUS

Activate your free 50% bonus on the amount you deposit.
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WITHDRAW BONUS FUNDS

Just Complete a specific Trading Volume to Withdraw Bonus

Keep trading and you’ll be able to withdraw the bonus amount. You’ll need to trade the following number of lots to withdraw your bonus:


Standard lot number


Bonus amount in USD

3













	Your deposit amount	$600
	
50% bonus we provide
	
$300

	Divide your bonus by 3	
$300/3

	Number of lots to trade	
100 lots

















TRADE MORE AND GET MORE PROFIT WITH OUR BONUS






WITHOUT BONUS




Buy 1.5 lot EURUSD


close 1.30100

open 1.30000

Profit = 10 pips





	Profit	
$100


	Deposited	$600
	Free margin	$600
	Required margin	$460
	Volume	1 lot
	Pip price	$10






GET MORE PROFIT 
USING 50% BONUS




Buy 1.5 lot EURUSD


close 1.30100

open 1.30000

Profit = 10 pips





	Profit	
$150


	Deposited	$600 + $300 added as a bonus

	Free margin	
$900

	Required margin	$690
	Volume	1,5 lot
	Pip price	$15







Get Bonus








MANAGE YOUR BONUSES WISELY










Know when to apply the bonus: you can activate it for your deposit at any time.













Decide upon the bonus amount you want to apply.













If you cancel the bonus, mind that it will be deducted from your free margin at full.













When your bonus progress hits 100% you can use this money for other accounts and go on investing.















WHAT YOU CAN DO WITH A DEPOSIT BONUS







EVERY DAY



1. Apply for a 50% bonus.

2. Set a maximum leverage.

3. Open positions of up to 750 times greater than your initial investment.








ON SPECIAL OCCASIONS



1. Make a deposit and track our offers.

2. Seize the best trading conditions during our events.

3. Multiply your profit potential 2,000 times.








Get Bonus








PROMOTION RULES







	

Limited time events may suggest higher bonus amounts up to 100% deposit bonus.

	

The bonus cannot be added to internal transfer deposits and to deposits from contests/promotions, etc. unless stated otherwise.

	

The Client can only claim a new bonus if the sum of this bonus and the amount of all other bonus funds in the relevant trading account is less than the amount of the Client’s funds (excluding bonuses) in this account’s free margin.

	

It is advised to claim a bonus right after your deposit is credited to your trading account.

	

The bonus shall be credited into your account and locked until the volume requirements are met. After the required volume is completed, the bonus will be deducted from your MT4 | MT5 credit and simultaneously deposited into your balance. The operation will be processed every hour on a daily basis.

	

The bonus for each deposit is considered a separate bonus.

	

It is required to trade (bonus amount)/3 (bonus amount divided by three) standard lots to be able to withdraw a bonus.

	

Volume calculation starts from the first bonus and continues consecutively. This means that you can't withdraw later bonuses before you trade the required volume for the first bonus, and so on. The volume calculation starts from the moment the bonus is requested. The volume for each deposit is calculated separately.

	

E.g. You made a $100 deposit on Monday and started trading. On Wednesday you claimed $50 bonus. Volume calculation for your bonus starts from Wednesday, any volume traded before Wednesday will not be included. It is advised to claim a bonus right after your deposit is credited to your trading account.

	

The bonus can be withdrawn only if by the moment of lots calculation the bonus is still present in the account. If a Client had traded the required volume, but the bonus has already been canceled, it would not be added or compensated.

	

If the equity of your account becomes less than your bonus amount or equal to it, the bonus will be cancelled.

	

If the amount of the client's personal funds in the trading account upon withdrawal/internal transfer becomes less than or equal to the bonus(es) amount, the bonus(es) will be canceled starting from the latest one until the amount of personal funds in such account becomes higher than the bonus(es) amount.

	

If the trader's own funds are withdrawn after the bonus has been claimed, the bonus will be canceled.

E.g. If you deposit $100 to your account, receive $50 bonus and then withdraw $100, bonus will be cancelled. However, if you make profit you can withdraw the profit made anytime and it will not affect your bonus.

	

A client can cancel deposit bonus at any time. Once deposit bonus is cancelled, it can't be reinstated.

	

Orfinex may reject client's bonus application(s) at any time without prior notification or providing reasons for such decision.

	

Orfinex may cancel a client's bonus at any time without prior notification.

	

Any situation not described in these rules shall be subject to the Company's decision.

	

Orfinex reserves the right to change, update or cancel this promotion with notification in the Company news.
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Contact us


	

Whatsapp : +1 (833) 530-0055


	

Phone : 04-5583935


	

Email: [email protected]

	

Business Tower, Business Bay, Dubai

	

6th Floor, 20 Edith Cavell St, Port Louis, Mauritius



	

9th Floor, Atrium On 5th, 5th St, Sandhurst, Johannesburg, 2196, South Africa.
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Custodian Bank

AA-Rated Global Bank
















Download the MetaQuotes App
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Orfinex is a trade name of Orfinex Prime Ltd. Orfinex Prime Ltd
is Licensed from Financial Services Commision, Mauritius with Registration Number GBC196665
(Global Business License) and under registered address of 6th Floor, Ken Lee Building, 20 Edith Cavell
Street, Port Louis, Mauritius. The Orfinex Prime Ltd also have physical address as
Business Tower, Business Bay, Dubai, United Arab Emirates.

 Orfinex is a trade name of ORFINEX PRIME (PTY) LTD with FSP No# 53184 Registration Number# 2022/811905/07. Our registered & Physical office is located at 9th Floor, Atrium On 5th, 5th St, Sandhurst, Johannesburg, 2196, South Africa. 

Note: The services showcased on this website are meticulously delivered by Orfinex Prime Ltd, an independent entity. We take pride in offering our clients exceptional services that are tailored to their specific needs, ensuring a seamless and unparalleled experience. Rest assured that our dedication to providing top-notch services remains unwavering, as we do not operate through any affiliate entities.

Risk Warning: 
Trading Forex with Orfinex Prime Ltd involves a high level of risk and may not be suitable for all investors. The foreign exchange market is known for its volatility, with prices fluctuating rapidly and unpredictably. While Forex trading can offer potential profits, there is also the risk of substantial financial loss. Leverage amplifies both gains and losses, meaning that even small market movements can have a significant impact on your trading account. It is crucial to carefully consider your financial situation, risk tolerance, and investment objectives before participating in Forex trading. Additionally, market conditions, economic factors, and geopolitical events can influence currency prices, adding to the inherent risks involved. Orfinex Prime provides a secure trading environment, but it is important to acknowledge the possibility of technological issues, including connectivity problems or system failures, which may affect trade execution. Traders should be aware of these risks and consider seeking independent financial advice if needed. Only invest funds that you can afford to lose, and always trade responsibly by utilizing risk management strategies such as setting stop-loss orders and diversifying your trading portfolio.

Orfinex Prime Ltd does not offer its services to residents of certain jurisdictions such as
USA, Canada, Cuba, Sudan, Syria, North Korea, Iran, Belarus, Venezuela
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